WIRING DIAGRAMS

FUSIBLE  NOT FUSIBLE

TERMINAL LUGS DATA

AMPERE  MAX WIRE  MIN WIRE  TYPE
400  (1) 750 KCMIL  OR  (1) 1/0 AWG
      (2) 300 KCMIL  OR  (2) 1/0 AWG  AL OR CU

DUAL DIMENSIONS: INCHES MILLIMETERS

CATALOG  VOLTAGE RATINGS  WIRING  HORSEPOWER RATINGS
NUMBER  480 VAC  480 VAC  600 VAC  600 VAC  250 VDC  250 VDC
VOLTAGE     VDC  VDC  VDC  VDC  VDC  VDC
RATING
STD  MAX  STD  MAX  STD  MAX  STD  MAX
30   30  30   30  30   30  30   30

HEAVY DUTY SAFETY SWITCHES

VISIBLE BLADE TYPE

400 AMPERE  -  SERIES ES

ENCLOSURE  -  NEMA TYPE 3R RAIN/PROOF (SUFFIX R)

SEISMIC

NOTES: NO KNOCKOUTS

Covers  -  Latching Interlock

Covers  -  Padlock Hasp

MOUNTING HOLES

(4) .44/11

DRIP HOOD

4.50 [114] (FROM MTG SURFACE)

COVER INTERLOCK DEFEAT SCREW

COVER LATCHING SCREWS (2)

SEISMIC NOTES:

USE (4) 3/8" DIA GRADE 5 STEEL MOUNTING BOLTS. 
MAX CONFIGURED WEIGHT 179 LB FOR THE PURPOSE OF 
DETERMINING 
SEISMIC ANCHORAGE REQUIREMENTS. FOR ALL OTHER 
APPLICATIONS, 
CONTACT SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC.